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Continued from the previous month...

Endorsements
Part of the appeal of being a Harem Boy was how lucrative it could be for the boys during and after their stint as 
strippers. Not all boys got to endorse a product or star in a porn film or model for a nude calendar. Only the most 
popular and likeable boys did. A few years ago, out of a group of eight Harem Boys only two were asked to endorse 
a product or star in a movie. One endorsed an alcoholic drink aimed at gay men and the other got asked to be in a 
gang-bang. In the end he walked off set. The year after that the Harem Boys were all models, who were all stuck-up 
and did not strike a likeable chord with the crowd. As office manager I warned Big Jake not to hire them but he went 
against my advice. It was the year we made the least earnings. Since then we focused on keeping the boys looking 
authentic and having a good chemistry.

This year’s Harem Boys all boys got endorsement deals. Ray, who had a Maharaja theme for his performance was asked to endorse 
slippers, expensive cushions, silk underwear, body oils and bath salts. It was for 
a gay Indian designer who set up a luxury home products shop in Key West. 
The photoshoot took place in the Harem with Ray posing in the bath among 
a mountain of bubbles or laying on sumptuous silks with his little ass on show. 
He must have been erect during the photoshoot because when he got up 
there was a damp patch where his pre-cum stained the silk. Upon seeing the 
pre-cum stains, the Indian designer became annoyed and muttered under his 
breath, ‘how am I going to get the cum stains out?’ Of course we tried not to 
laugh too hard.

John, with his DJ-theme strip routine and Mike with his robot-theme routine 
both endorsed neon-coloured wife-beaters, t-shirts and shorts. John’s clothing 
line was more club-style while Mike’s t-shirts and sleeves shirts were more 
electronic in style; a black design with glow-in-the-dark patches. They sold like 
hot cakes. They had a joint photo shoot in the Harem Club where they wore 
only their t-shirts, with John showing off his round white ass. If it was frontal 
look he wore tiny shorts as the company that made the t-shirts did not want 
him naked. Mike did the same and if he only wore his t-shirts turned to show 
off his ass, but it looked odd. Mike had a big ass, broad shoulders and big 
thighs. We had to position them as both masculine and so we had separate 
shoots for each of the boys. Where it was a joint photo shoot Mike was sitting 
or lying down, in order to tame his burliness while John was standing thereby 
making him look taller.

Alex’s photoshoot had a skater-boy there and so he got a gig endorsing a 
lubricant. The thinking was that if wheels needed to be kept lubricated so does 
a man’s dick. The tagline for his posters was ‘the skateboard’s wheels are not the only things needing lubricant’. Alex posed naked 
in the car park of the hotel with the skateboard covering his dick.

Alfonso had a Matador-theme act. In Spanish culture the Matador fights the bull and then kills it. Alfonso was asked to endorse faux-
leather and faux-fur underwear. The promotion tagline was ‘this matador doesn’t kill bulls. He is the bull and wears faux-fur’. Alfonso 
was not too crazy about this but he took up the sponsorship. However he was happier when he was asked to be in a photo shoot 
for a female-oriented online porn magazine. The theme was how younger, huskier men appealed to older ladies. For his photoshoot 
he was on a bed, naked with a huge erection surrounded by six gorgeous ladies, all in their 40s and 50s, three on either side of 
him, fawning over him, touching his body, touching his dick and cupping his shaved balls.

‘Did you get laid?’ asked Alex looking over the shoot when the magazine came out.
‘One sucked me and I fucked two of them,’ he said proudly pointing out which did what.
‘Any good?’
‘Yeah! They taught me a thing or two.’
‘I’d love to pose for a porn magazine,’ said Gio. ‘It’s my dream to do that’.



‘I think you should do a porno man,’ said Alfonso ‘especially since you show off your hole a lot and like to get fucked.’

Gio really did like showing off his dick, ass and hole. In fact he got the most offers. The sluttier the Harem Boy was the more stuff 
they asked him to do. Gio was asked to be a model for a local Florida gay ass-bleaching salon. Big Jake and I warned Gio not to 
bleach his hole, the chemicals just weren’t safe enough, but he went ahead and it looked great in any case. He appeared in local 
gay publications and posters advertising the anal-bleaching studio posing on all fours. In the images he had an oh-face and facing 
his ass was the studio’s owner, man pointing the bleaching apparatus towards his hole. It looked like Gio was having fun, which he 
was. The advertising campaign translated into an increase of 30% more bookings for the ass-bleaching salon.

However it was not enough for Gio who wanted to do more and he took on other offers too. As his strip-routine theme was a sports 
boy theme, he endorsed jockstraps, sports socks and baseball caps. In the pool area of the hotel we put together the photoshoot 
with Gio showing off his ass in his jock straps. As it got steamier Gio showed off his hole so much, much to the enjoyment of the 
guests who got to see it close up. He advertised the socks sporting only the baseball cap and his erection.

With the end of each season the strip shows we released a calendar and a book on the current year’s Harem Boys. The book was 
meant to be a behind-the-scenes look with brief blurbs about each photograph. The book was explicit, showing the boys naked and 
in some occasions with their erections.

During the course of the season’s shows the in-house photographer took photos of the boys. Initially the boys avoided the 
photographer but they got used to him being around them and no longer heard the click of the camera or felt the zoom of his lens. 
The photographer started shooting the boys early on in order to acclimatise them to being in the spotlight. As the weeks went on, he 
began getting better and better photographs of the boys hanging out at the harem, or at the hotel preparing for the show and so on.
The photos he took included Alex and Alfonso playing video games while they were lying on their stomachs; their white asses 
exposed, baseball caps on and turned backwards, holding the controls and focusing on the football game they were playing. It 
not only made the cover of the book but also was printed as postcards and posters with the slogan ‘boy next door shooting balls’.

Another popular photo showed Ray in the kitchen, naked, and joking with their personal cook who was holding a large banana… 
that was much larger than Ray’s semi-erect cock. There were photos of the boys getting ready before the show, dealing with last 
minute nerves and chilling out afterwards in the harem. There was a photo of Mike and John shaving before a show, a photo of Gio 
getting out of the shower and so on. They were candid, natural photos. By contrast the photos for the calendar were staged, glossy 
and fun. The calendars were limited thereby increasing the demand and asking price.

As this year’s theme of the Harem Boys was ‘boys-next-door’ the boys were photographed around the Harem doing at-home things. 
There was a photo of Mike watering the plants with the hose in a strategic position or Gio ironing naked. And of course there was a 
whole setup for the photo Alex and Alfonso playing video games with their asses exposed. As expected, it was fun and glossy but it 
was not as sexy nor did it capture the moment as the original.

Read on next month for episode eleven, the final episode of the Harem Boys… 
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